
T
he two questions that closed this roundtable discussion of 2006 politics focused on
what will stand out in this election year and why is your job and this political
“industry” so exciting and intriguing.

Among the answers to the first question – unpredictability, voters uncertain who
to blame, Iraq, and relief for one party and struggle for the other. The second produced
the following – personalities and people, combat, fascination and, finally, unpredictability

(again) and winning.
Read on to find out how the discussion evolved to that point. The panelists are:

Early start
Historically, it’s often said that the voters start paying attention to political campaigns after

Labor Day. While the public sentiments may vary, politics and running for office has become a
never-ending cycle. 

Budde says the 2006 election did begin around Labor Day – Labor Day 2004 that is. “Most
national advocacy groups, most political operatives had already zeroed in on the states, if not the
districts, where they knew competition would be intense for 2006. This has been a longer election
cycle than any I’ve been through, and I’ve been doing this since September of 1970.”

Michael Davis gives a similar timeframe, noting that he compiled his initial list of target districts
for the 2006 election the weekend before the November 2004 vote. Research, analyzing the districts
and initial polling dominate the so-called off year (2005 in this case) before the attention shifts
to actively working with the campaigns.

The continuous cycle at the federal level reaches down to state legislative races, according
to John Davis. The result is that the competitiveness – and the costs – has skyrocketed.

There might be a break in the non-stop campaigning and election mode, Budde offers, if
Congress would successfully wrap up issues. The unresolved key topics help “drive the notion
of the perpetual campaign.”

Money’s pitfalls
With costs soaring, does the better-financed candidate equal the winning candidate? Not

necessarily.
“Everybody has money. The amount of available resources is almost unlimited,” Budde contends.

“When I started in this business, we would always believe at some point you would tap out the
number of donors. But the donor pool has grown. More money only means that they can allocate
it in more stupid ways.”

Colwell concurs.
“I think we’ve all seen some TV spots, and we wonder what on earth they are designed to
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do, to whom they are supposed to appeal. Just because somebody
has a lot of money,” he says, “it doesn’t necessarily mean that
they’ll spend it effectively and turn out to be the winner.”

The Davises (not related by the way) counter that money
does make a difference in their respective states. 

“Democrats in North Carolina have been able to hang on
to all the power in the state, in my opinion, because they still
outspend Republicans three to one,” John Davis states. “Democrats
are winning all the close ones. It’s still the critical factor in our
state legislative campaigns.”

The money is spent wisely, however. Due to Republican
threats in the mid-1990s, he adds that no incumbent gets money
if they have power and don’t need it.

In Indiana, Michael Davis says the union prowess in raising
funds means “we have to make sure that we spend our money
as wisely as we possibly can in a
few targeted districts that are
going to make a change in the
General Assembly. One of the ways
that we ensure that we protect the
investment of our contributors is
by funding projects directly
instead of candidates.”

Passion missing
In the early part of this year,

some political observers forecast
a revolt against incumbents. Maybe
not matching the 1994 reversal that brought Republicans to
power in Congress, but a reaction to Iraq, high gasoline prices
and other economic factors. How do those early predictions
look in late July?

North Carolina recorded an all-time low 9.4% voter turnout
in the primaries, leading John Davis to see “a tremendous amount
of indifference right now. I don’t see anyone with either party
with some sort of growing passion to turn out (and vote) any
greater than the other side.” If there is an anti-incumbency feeling
in his home state, he says voters can vent at the Democrats in
Raleigh and at the Republicans in Washington.

Budde also does not see the passion, but a slightly lower
level of “disquiet. And that type of ‘unsettled,’ when you have
ornery voters in an unsettled environment, means that no
incumbent of either party, if they have somebody out there running
against them every day, should feel too confident.”

Michael Davis acknowledges the environment and
some “edgy voters,” but believes that could have more of
an impact at the federal level. The state races, he says,
are really local races.

There typically emerges a block of voters that the
media, if not the parties, target as the most critical in an
election year. The early candidates include young voters,
suburban residents and Hispanics.

Budde points out that the reasons for those groups
being identified is that they are the least partisan, less
likely to be a part of either party’s political base, most likely
to be persuaded and most likely to be independent

and/or ticket splitters. 
John Davis uses North Carolina once again as an example of

the difficulties in picking out voter groups. The Tar Heel state
has grown from 3.5 million voters to 5.5 million voters in 10 years.
Twenty percent are registered as unaffiliated – a class that is typically
not overly motivated to go to the polls in non-presidential years.

“The most interesting thing going on here is that we’ve
become more Republican and less conservative. That’s because the
Republicans (by party, but more liberal in their actions) are (moving

here) from Connecticut,” he offers,
terming it a dynamic that is being
watched very closely.

Making the task even more difficult
is the growing trend of early voting. In
many states, absentee ballots can be
cast long before Election Day, which, in
reality, has become an election season.

“This, of course, is another reason
why campaigns start long, long before
Labor Day,” Colwell retorts. “You can
no longer start at that time, build up

momentum for some kind of a big surge in
late October if there are a lot of people casting
their ballots absentee (much earlier).”

No matter who the key voters turn out to
be, Michael Davis maintains that it’s critical
that they be legally eligible. He praises Indiana’s
voter ID bill, particularly due to the large

number of races within the state in recent years that have been
decided by less than 100 votes.

Budde counters, “Given your history in Indiana, we always
know there’s going to be a recount somewhere in your state.”
An even bigger certainly in Indiana, Colwell asserts, is that in
presidential election years, Indiana is among the first in the
nation to be declared by the television networks.

To blog or not to blog
Just like every other aspect of life, technology is having an

impact in the political world. The experts, however, are not
completely convinced that one online communication method
– blogging – is good or effective quite yet.

“To me, a blogger is still a guy in
his underpants who doesn’t really know
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“I think the big thing
is going to be what
didn’t happen and that
voters are confused
about who to punish. I just don’t
see the certainty among the voters
as to who needs to go.”

– John Davis
NNCC FFrreeee

“To me, a blogger is still a guy
in his underpants who doesn’t
really know a whole lot but has
a lot of opinions. It’s driving
candidates crazy. And a candidate
in an overreactive mode is always
a candidate who can do dangerous
and ridiculous things.”

– Bernadette Budde
BIPAC



a whole lot but has a lot of opinions,” Budde declares. “It’s driving candidates crazy. And a candidate
in an overreactive mode is always a candidate who can do dangerous and ridiculous things.” She

goes on to admit, though, that “it’s here to stay and campaigns have to learn to adapt.”
Agreeing that it’s not going away, Colwell chimes in that, “I’m not sure it’s a

good thing. If you look on the blogs, you find really nasty stuff, personal attacks,
misinformation.” At this point, instead of enhancing the process, bloggers are
“making it a little more divisive, which I don’t think is good.”

While Michael Davis believes most of the current bloggers are already politically
engaged and have made up their minds about candidates, another danger is
mainstream media picking up blog comments and creating news stories that might
not have surfaced otherwise.

John Davis is not a fan of bloggers, but says his organization is planning web
broadcasts to more effectively disseminate its message to the business community.
The technology is an internal tool that cannot be ignored.

Close calls
A true gubernatorial battle (Colwell has heard from people who insist they’re

going to vote against Republicans because they want to take a swipe at the governor) may be
lacking, but Indiana is drawing considerable attention for its competitive congressional races.
Republican incumbents John Hostettler, Mike Sodrel and Chris Chocola are facing challenges in
districts 8, 9 and 2, respectively. Budde says Washington is calling Sodrel against Baron Hill (each
owns a slim victory over the other) the rematch of the century.

Michael Davis says his phone is already busier than normal with inquiries from across the
country. The fairly affordable television markets in those races will only enhance the number of
advertisements and the overall costs of the campaigns. The vulnerability factor of each incumbent,
he says, decreases as November nears, but “they’re going to be competitive races.”

Colwell predicts, “If Democrats cannot win probably two of those three Indiana races, I don’t
think they have too much of a chance of claiming control of the House. Both parties know this is going
to be a real battleground.” While Colwell believes Chocola has the advantage in his South Bend-based
district, a poll (conducted for Democrat nominee Joe Donnelly) just prior to this discussion
favors the challenger.

Democrats are utilizing a “clump theory,” targeting states with multiple races, Budde analyzes.
Connecticut, Ohio, Pennsylvania and New York join Indiana as key battlegrounds. In Indiana, she
says it’s the district lines, not incumbent behavior, that produces the close contests. And, she
believes, Michael Davis will get plenty of phone calls on Election Day as Indiana’s 6 p.m. poll
closing will signal an early trend for the rest of the country.

State scoreboard
Budde believes the demographics in Congress have changed enough that even if the Democrats

regain control, creative coalitions can be assembled that would allow business community priorities to
still move forward. Colwell, who gives the Democrats the edge in the Indiana House battle at this
time (although admitting much could still change), claims the same could hold true at home with
business not suffering too much if that scenario plays out.

Michael Davis strongly disagrees, pointing out that northern Indiana Democrats typically rank
in the bottom 10 in their pro-business scores on the Indiana
Chamber’s Legislative Vote Analysis. No matter who is in control,
however, he says “the business community has always been able
to get at least part of its agenda moving, debated and passed.

“Some of the big reforms over the past four or five years
have happened with a Democrat speaker. The difference for the
business community the last two years with a Republican speaker
and a Republican governor has been the percentage of offense
versus defense on issues. The last two sessions there wasn’t a single
piece of legislation passed that the business community opposed.”

Adding to the uncertainty, John Davis stresses, is the
often divided mindset of business leaders.
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“I think we’ve all seen some TV
spots, and we wonder what on
earth they are designed to do, to
whom they are supposed to
appeal. Just because somebody
has a lot of money, it doesn’t
necessarily mean that they’ll
spend it effectively and turn out
to be the winner.”

– Jack Colwell
South Bend Tribune

“The difference for the business
community the last two years …
has been the percentage of
offense versus defense on issues.

The last two sessions there wasn’t a
single piece of legislation passed that
the business community opposed.”

– Michael Davis
Indiana Chamber of Commerce



A 2008 election topic that is generating debate this year is
the effort of several states to move their primaries earlier in the
election calendar and/or join forces with others to form super
primaries. Combined with conventions that will be taking
place later than in previous years, Budde fears trouble.

“If you have early primaries, you’re going to have that huge
time from late spring through the summer up until the very
end of August where you do nothing but encourage mischief
by groups that are out there spending,” she states. “It could lead
to total chaos in 2008.”

Final insights
The conclusions bring us back to the start of the story. The

questions: What will be most memorable about this 2006 election
and what drives you to be involved in this up-and-down political
world?

Budde: “I can boil it down to one word and that’s going to
be unpredictability. It’s a good lesson in humility for all of us
who think we know so much. We’ve told everybody something
funky is going to happen, that it’s the most unpredictable cycle
I’ve been through since 1970.” The reason she truly enjoys
what she has done for the past 36 years is the personalities.
“I’m drawn to it because of the people part of it.”

John Davis: “I think the big thing is going to be what didn’t
happen and that voters are confused about who to punish. I just
don’t see the certainty among the voters as to who needs to go.” For

question two, he says, “I like the combat. I’m just fascinated by
the strategic thinking that has to go into winning campaigns.”

Colwell: “If I had to boil it down to a guess of one word,
it would be Iraq. I really think what happens between now
and the end of October will have a big effect on a lot of the
congressional elections.” Colwell says he knew as a junior in
high school that journalism was his career choice. “I just
thought that’s where the action is. When I was fortunate
enough to work in covering politics, it was the best of both
worlds. I just find it fascinating.”

Michael Davis: “When we’re looking back at the 2006 election,
it will be a sense of either relief or struggle.” Republicans, he
says, will be relieved if they maintain control in the Indiana
House and at the congressional level, while if the Democrats
do the same, “they’ll wake up and realize that they’re going to
have a real struggle on their hands to push their agenda.” In
closing, he adds that the passion comes in two forms. “I love
the unpredictability of the process of campaigns, the strategy
that has to go behind it … to ultimately winning.”
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